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I.

INTRODUCTION: THE STATE OF E-COMMERCE IN CHINA
In the past decade, the Internet and E-commerce have been introduced into China, and have been

growing rapidly. In 1997, there were only 670,000 Internet users.1 In 1999, they jumped to 2.1 million.2
A survey report released by the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) showed that in
2000, there were 8.92 million computers having access to Internet, and there are 22.5 million Internet
users in China, with 265,405 "WWW" sites with suffixes such as .cn., com., net and .org.3 The Chinese
Academy of Electronic Information Industry Development estimates that the number of Internet users
in China will grow to 27 million in 2001. 4 Some sources are even more optimistic. "China is estimated
to become the largest Internet market in the world (374 million users by the end of 2005)." 5 The growth
of Internet culture is so fast and influential that a very popular greeting among the common people,
"have you hooked -up to Internet?" has replaced the traditional greeting of thousands of years, "Chi le
ma? (have you eaten?)" 6 In 2000, Chinese E-commerce revenue reached 77.16 billion yuan (US$9.32
billion), of which B2B (business to business) trade brought in 76.77 billion yuan (US$9.27 billion),
B2C (business to consumer) trade brought in 390 million yuan (US$ 47.1 million).7 There is, in short,
great potential for E-commerce development in China.
Chinese consumers, however, are still not as active as their American counterparts in online
shopping, despite the fact that the number of Internet users is doubling every six months. The Reports
and Statistics of China's Internet Development in 1999 indicated that “85 per cent of interviewees said
they would purchase goods online when the conditions were ripe. Nevertheless, they would only buy
small commodities such as books, tapes, or videos. The quality of goods, safety and convenience of
payment are major worries for potential online purchasers.”8
This tepid attitude toward online shopping on the part of consumers does not change even when
the group of Internet users expands further. According to the semiannual survey report on the
development of China's Internet released by China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC) in
January 2001, E-commerce security is one of the Internet users' concerns. In 2000, only 31.67% of the
interviewees had purchased Commodities or services via Internet and only 8.64% of the interviewees
had purchased commodities via auction web sites.9 The motivations for online shopping vary from
timesaving to curiosity. Most frequently bought products and services are books and magazines, and
computer appliances.10
The percentage of online shoppers is even smaller according to another source. A 2000 survey
conducted by Beijing-based Analysis Consulting Ltd. in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou -- China's
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most wired cities -- shows, no more than ten per cent of Internet users have purchased products on the
web in August, September and October of 2000. 11 Not surprisingly, B2C market only accounts for 0.5
per cent among the whole E-commerce revenue in 2000. Consequently, although there were 667 B2C
dotcoms in early 2000, only 205 survived after mergers, acquisitions, and bankruptcies depleted their
numbers by the end of 2000.12
There are many barriers on the road to E-commerce growth in China, including slow access
speed, high prices, insufficient Chinese language information on the web, inability to protect personal
privacy, and poor ISPs (Internet Service Providers).13 Additionally, China lacks a standard credit
system and an effective express network, the two critical elements for the operation of e-commerce.14 It
appears, however, th at the major reason for unease is simply that many Chinese Internet users do not
trust the e-commerce and are dissatisfied with the current service available in E-commerce world. As
the CNNIC survey indicated, 15.68% had experienced delayed goods shipping after their order and
payment.15 Only 1.76% of the interviewees were quite satisfied with online shopping and only 25.96%
of the interviewees were satisfied with online shopping, while 51.24% of the interviewees felt
ambivalent toward it, 17.17% of the interviewees were unsatisfied with it, and 3.87% of the
interviewees are quite unsatisfied.16 For more expensive goods, the level of confidence is even less.
55.45% of the interviewees prefer cash and carry for goods of over RMB 1000 yuan (US$ 120) and
only 8.03% of the interviewees prefer online payment.17 31.20% of the interviewees said that "security
can not be guaranteed," 32.03% of the interviewees said that "the quality of products, service after the
delivery, and credit of the producer can not be guaranteed," 12.59% of the interviewees complained
about inconvenient payment procedures, 9.86% of the interviewees complained that delivery is slow,
7.39% of the interviewees complained about unattractive prices, and 5.91% of the interviewees
complained about unreliable information.18
The small percentage of Internet users shopping online, the majority of online shoppers'
dissatisfaction with E-business, the overall concerns about the security and reliability of online
shopping and the E-business' credibility simply reflect the basic fact that consumers and customers do
not have strong and sufficient trust in e-commerce corporations and the Internet as a whole.
Businesses do not trust consumers either. For instance, a senior executive from an E-business admit ted
that, "we can deliver goods only when we make sure the payments has been transferred to our account.
Unfortunately, this process is not under our control and could last weeks." 19 As a result, E-business's
distrust of consumers and customers reinforce the latter's distrust of E -business, because the latter has
no good reason to extend trust to the former when the former insists on delivering goods only after
grabbing hard currency. It is not surprising that, "doubtful of the safety of payment online thro ugh
credit cards, many online buyers in China tend to choose slower, inefficient, yet safer methods of
remittance." 20 Obviously, the threats to safety not only come from third parties (i.e. hackers), but also
from the contracting parties in the eyes of the consumers and customers. As one would say in China,
no one would be able to relax and sit back when they step on the thin ice floating on the river. Ecommerce is just the thin ice floating on the river as long as there is insufficient trust among Ecommerce parties.

II.

THE ROLE OF ETHICS AND LAW IN TRUST-BUILDING
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A. Hard Trust, Good Trust, and Real Trust
Our use of the word “trust” is not accidental.
Companies such as Microsoft talk establishing trust.

21

Trust is an Internet buzzword these days.
The Napster-Bertlemsen deal trades on a notion

of trust, this one dealing more with the protection of artists and their works so they can trust putting
their intellectual property on the market.22 Management strategists write about placing trust at the
center of a company’s Internet strategy so as to encourage repeat business from customers.23 The focus
on trust also drives governmental action as well.24 How governments and businesses can devise ways
to encourage people to trust e -commerce thus seems to be at the he art of Internet thinking.
But what is it? What is trust and how does a company achieve it? If companies are not careful
about how they go about reaching a goal of trust, it may well create a kind of trust that is different from
what company stakeholders are looking for or if they avoid this mismatch, they may underinclude the
issues that comprise trust. Trust always entails at least one party being vulnerable to the actions of the
another and therefore depends upon, relies on, or trusts that other party to not exploit that
vulnerability.25 Yet trust is not only about respecting standards of behavior, it is also about specific
bordering and marketing strategies that are necessary to establish who is to be trusted, when, and how.
Accordingly, we propose, perhaps idiosyncratically, three kinds of trust: Hard Trust, Real Trust, and
Good Trust.
Hard Trust is concerned with bordering. Who are the parties that are part of a transaction? Hard
Trust can be a legislative action where a sovereign establishes borders or enacts rules that require
compliance.26 When government has not acted, however, the key to Hard Trust is technology,
particularly encryption. Encryption allows parties to a transaction to keep others out of the
transaction.27 Thus, encryption used for privacy keeps personal information away from those the
transactors do not want to have it.28 Encryption used for contractual purposes, such as digital
signatures, assures that one is dealing with the partners one wants to deal with.29 Digital signatures
keep out those who want to impersonate a contractual partner. 30 Encryption used for the protection of
Intellectual Property, prevents illicit duplication of protected material.31 Hard Trust, therefore, is about
creating borders. It creates confidence that the business is dealing only with the parties one wishes to
contract with. In short, Hard Trust results when either a sovereign clearly defines, patrols, and enforces
burdens or, when this sovereign action is not present, parties define, patrol and enforce borders for
themselves.32
The second kind of trust is Real Trust. Real Trust is concerned with creating reliable relationships.
It is the kind of trust that business literature most frequently deals with.33 The idea underlying Real
Trust is that customers, in particular, have reason to rely on the businesses that conduct commerce over
the Internet.34 In this regard, companies that state a privacy policy and abide by it, that provide and
assure security for credit card transactions, that ship reliably, and that provide a place for customers to
call with questions all lead to customers becoming comfortable with doing business over the Internet.35
These tactics, which are certainly not exhaustive, build Real Trust in the market.36 Companies that do
these things are more likely to attract repeat business from satisfied contractual partners.37 If they do
not, market forces will punish them. 38
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Real Trust depends upon the ability of some parties to hold a company accountable for its
promises and practices. While the market is one mechanism for doing so, the law has always been a
second mechanism. Thus, laws regarding warranties, product defects, and even criminal regulations all
make companies more accountable and in doing so, provide customers with the assurance than they
have resources to make the company accountable.
The final type of trust is Good Trust. Good Trust goes beyond Real Trust to provide almost an
intimate kind of assurance that the person on the other side other computer screen is benefited by one’s
own well-being.39 This is a kind of trust that trades on a self-interest in which the understanding of the
self is far more complex than that of an economic transacting partner. 40 In a non-economic setting,
families or members of a religious organization find a joy in the well-being of others.41 Human beings,
being persons when on the job, still have these dispositions when they walk through the door at work or
whether they log onto the Internet. The heart of ethical knowledge comes from thes e interactions with
other people when we can understand the consequence of our actions and learn that our well -being is
tied up with the well-being of others.42 The places where these interactions occur are known as
mediating institutions and they are indispensable for the development of moral knowledge and the
orientation of ethical business behavior. 43
The Internet is a double-edged sword in achieving this knowledge and orienting this behavior: It
both connects and separates individuals from the conseque nce of their actions.44 Yet, if one is to build
a corporate environment in which values such as promise-keeping and truth -telling are important, and
they are important in creating Real Trust, then corporations must also look to how those working for
them inculcate these virtues on a regular basis. As a result, the ethical notions of Good Trust, in which
one’s personal dignity is valued at work, becomes important to the company as well. 45 However, how
do these ideas of trust manifest themselves in Chinese E-Commerce?

B. Toshiba in China: A Case Study of Trust
In 1999, Toshiba agreed to pay 500,000 Toshiba laptop users in the United States a total of
US$1.05 billion in compensation because of a possible defect.46 Toshiba did not take a similar action,
however, in China. Some Chinese Toshiba laptop users’ distrust were sparked by news released on
May 8 on a Beijing-based news web site, 21DNN, that reported Toshiba had refused to compensate
Chinese consumers for a disk drive flaw in their laptop computers that could cause a loss of data. 47
Toshiba Vice-President Masaichi Koga did not recall the products; instead he only rhetorically offered
to do "everything" to help its Chinese laptop purchasers except provide compensation.48 Toshiba
asserted it took a strong stand against Chinese consumers because China does not have concrete laws,
Hard Trust, concerning this kind of compensation as does the United States.49 Consumers thought
Toshiba’s apathetic attitude towards Chinese customers was in stark contrast to what it did for its
American customers.50 Toshiba implicitly confirmed the defect, or at least its concern that consumers
would think there was a defect, because it did compensate its US customers.51 Moreover, the firm did
agree to offer Chinese customers a softwa re patch to fix the disk, but it appears to have been done only
after the domestic media held Toshiba accountable.
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Three Toshiba laptop users have since filed a lawsuit with Beijing's No 1 Intermediate People's
Court demanding compensation of 80,000 yuan (US$9,600).52 It is also reported that more than 100
Toshiba laptop consumers from Northeast China have organized a class-action lawsuit to seek
compensation from the Japanese company.53 On May 30, 2000, a special group of attorneys from Long
An Law Firm, Feng Lian Law Firm, and Gao Peng Law Firm, representing a group of Toshiba laptop
users in filed suit in Beijing's No 1 Intermediate People's Court demanding compensation from
Toshiba.54 This attorney group also notified all Chinese users of Toshiba laptops that, each and every
Toshiba user residing the Mainland China, who purchased Toshiba laptops within the category of
computer flaw could use this attorney group to represent the users without charge.55 The stakes are
high; Toshiba has sold more than 200,000 laptops in China. 56 If all the consumers join this litigation, it
will probably become a large class action since the enactment of the 1991 Civil Procedure Law in
China.
The Hard Trust dimension of the Toshiba case appears because of the borderless nature of
cyberspace. Because it is unclear as to what jurisdiction would control the alleged product defect,
Toshiba places in its contracts a choice of law clause that indicates that disputes will be resolved in a
jurisdiction of Toshiba’s choosing.57 In short, Toshiba creates a border, which mandates how issues on
its “territory” will be resolved. Two important upshots result from this. First, it is open to question
whether other determiners of sovereign borders should step in to make clear what jurisdiction controls.
This could be done by unilateral, bi-lateral, multilateral, or even global treaties. As of yet, however,
such treaties are embryonic. Second, in its current guise, many constituents, such as consumers in
China, may justifiably believe that submitting a dispute to a court overseas is imposing a burden. As a
result, there is a moral question concerning the extent to which Toshiba’s bordering strategy is fair to
those affected by it. Thus, Hard Trust provides degrees of certainty as to what rules apply, but by itself
is not sufficient to create Real Trust.
The Real Trust dimension of the Toshiba case concerns the economic and liability mechanisms to
make Toshiba accountable regardless of what borders it wishes to build. Is there an ability to enforce a
warranty against a product defect? If the answer is yes, then a consumer in China will know that they
can depend on the product or at least have claims concerning defects heard.

The Toshiba case

illustrates the struggle of legal systems, in this case, China’s, to impose accountability on a company
whose physical presence is somewhat elusive. If this is the case, one would not expect consumers to
place significant trust in the product or the company. Similarly, if there are viable options for
consumers to choose from, then economic accountability will encourage Toshiba to stand behind its
products or risk losing market share to a competitor. If, however, there is no viable substitute available,
then consumers have few weapons, assuming they need or desire a computer, to assure that the
computer they purchase is reliable. Without that dependability, trust suffers as it appears to have in the
Toshiba case.
Good Trust may not be present at all in the Toshiba case. As we have already n oted, Good Trust
results when individuals view their identity as tied up with the well-being of others. Typically, this will
occur with ongoing relationships and those kinds of relationships are particularly impossible for a mass
market distribution to in ternational consumers. Mediating institutions work is typically opposed to the
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supposition that personal relationships can be developed in a bureaucratic, mass -marketed manner. 58
Good Trust is more subtle, although no less critical set of practices whereb y Toshiba, as a corporate
community, commits to honesty, trustworthy behavior as a matter of its identity and as a matter of
empathy and solidarity to those who are members of the community.59 If this is learned by habit, then
it is more likely that these traits can be extended to external stakeholders as well.60 Although we prose
that this is a valid, separate analytical category, there is not enough evidence of Toshiba’s practices to
know the extent to which they practice building Good Trust.
To create the three types of trust requires engagement with a variety of constituents so that not only
do consumers and customers trust E-business, but that E-Business trusts consumers and customers. In
addition to mutual trust between and among the direct E-commerce contracting parties, the Internet
itself should also be capable of meeting the reasonable expectations of E-commerce contracting parties,
and be able to win their trust. Because of the complexities of these issues, it makes sense to
subcategorize trust into these three, somewhat analytically distinct layers: Hard Trust, Real Trust and
Good Trust.

Hard Trust requires eliminating the dangers from third parties who intrude on a

relationship (including hackers) other than the direct e-commerce contracting parties, Real Trust
requires holding the parties accountable for their actions, and the Good Trust requires building higher
level of trust among the whole e-commerce community at either national or international level.
C. The Fundamental Role of the Rule of Law in Trust-Building
E-commerce parties do not have any links of friends, relatives, neighbors, country folks, or
business partners to guarantee the credibility of their contracting parties sitting on the computers of
thousands of miles away. Because of this, trust may well be a component more relevant to internal
corporate practices without the cross-cultural bonds of mediating institutions, at least at this time and
place in history. It is likely then that the rule of law at national, international, and even interpersonal
levels is necessarily the most effective guarantor of the integrity of an e-commerce transaction.
While the Rule of Law has been established in the US for more than two centuries, it was written
into Chinese Constitution only in March 1999, although the notation of "legal system," which generally
implies rule by law, has been used for decades. 61 Considering thousands of years of tradition utlizing
rule of person (instead of rule of law) in China, there is a long way to go to build Rule of Law in
modern cyberspace, including reforming the current legal system to support e-commerce development,
to encourage fair, free and sufficient e-commerce competition, and to protect consumers and other ecommerce stakeholders, especially the vulnerable groups in the cyberspace.62 As China enters WTO
and increases Internet use, China is expected to incorporate western business law standards from the
West although this transplanting process may be rather gradual and slow.63

D. The Role of the Rule of Ethics in Trust-building Process: Confucianism
Technology may provide bordering mechanisms to clarify what rules apply in a given transaction,
but contracting cannot governing all the aspects of business affairs. Legal rules must be somewhat
general and broad, given the substantial governmental weight behind a sanction and given the myriad,
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variable situations that arise in human affairs. Even the most intelligent legislators and judges are
unlikely to be able to create legal rules sufficiently detailed enough to guarantee trust of e -commerce in
a new virtual world. This is not to say, however, that China’s culture is without important resources for
detailing a Rule of Ethics applicable to the Internet. Chinese history, particularly through the moral
precepts of Confucianism, also provides a lens through which E-Commerce can be analyzed.
In China, there are rich traditional cultural and historical resources to be used to build sound
cyberethics. One of the lasting and strong traditional thoughts for this purpose is Confucianism.
Confucius (551 BC--479 BC) was originally a scholar and philosopher. 64 His philosophy is
comprehensive, and has produced influential impacts on Chinese society for over two thousand years.
Despite an uneven history of its development, Confucianism began to be established as the unique
guiding thought since the era of Han Wu Emperor of Xi Han Dynasty. 65 This emperor decided to
abolish all the other schools of thought, and considered Confucius as the only respectable philosophy.66
It also paved the road to Confucianization of law. 67 As Professor Zhang Jinfan indicated, so called
"Confucianization of law" refers to the penetration of ethics (LI) into the domain of law (FA), and the
final integration of ethics and law. 68 It took about 800 years from XI Han Dynasty to Tang Dynasty for
the Confucianization of law to unfold; namely, fully by being institutionalized into written law,
especially Tang Code in Tang Dynasty. 69
Although Confucius himself was once a judge, he did not encourage people to go to court for
dispute resolution. Confucius himself expressed this argument very clearly: "In hearing litigation, I am
just like other judges. What is necessary, however, is to cause the people to have no litigation." 70 Fan, a
learned subsequent commentator, interpreted the no-litigation admonition as "the purpose of hearing a
case is to resolve the dispute itself, and block the sources giving rise to disputes." 71 Yang also noted
that, "Confucius did not consider hearing cases as a difficult job, rather considered no-litigation among
and between the people as the most fundamental issue."72
Confucius’ no-litigation attitude has greatly influenced Chinese mainstream legal philosophy at
both official and grass-roots levels in Chinese legal history.73 Not only does the general populace try to
avoid litigation, but also the ruling class considered diminishing litigation as one of their governing
goals.74

Thus, the number of cases served as an important yardstick to evaluate the political

performance of the local officials. For example, Han Yanshou, a governor of Dongjun in Xi Han
Dynasty, attributed the higher number private litigation suits to inadequate building of morality.75 For
this reason, he confined himself to his home, re-examining his own faults for giving rise to the
disputes. 76 Consequently, the litigation parties also deeply blamed themselves and eventually, twentyfour counties within his jurisdiction witnessed no further litigation within his term. 77
Why does Confucianism so enthusiastically pursue a utopia with no litigation? In his relationshiporiented theoretical framework, Confucius paid special emphasis on the significance of "ethics (DE)
building" 78 for the people who want to become superior men (JUN ZI).79 To justify his priority to
ethical or moral discipline over legal discipline or punishment, Confucius made a comparison between
these two categories: "If the people are led by laws, and uniformity sought to be given them by
punishments, they will try to avoid the punishment, but have no sense of shame".80 However, "If they
be led by virtue, and uniformity sought to be given them by the rules of propriety, they will have the
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sense of shame, and moreover will become good." 81 Therefore, it makes sense for people to pay more
attention to virtue building than to legal discipline.
Additionally, virtue building is also the most intelligent choice for the governing class. As he put
it vividly, "he who governs by means of his virtue may be compared to the north polar star, which
keeps its place and all the stars turn towards it." 82 To guide the people to become morally superior,
Confucius and his followers gave a great number of guidelines. "The superior man thinks of virtue; the
small man thinks of comfort. The superior man thinks of the sanctions of law; the small man thinks of
favors which he may receive." 83 "He who acts with a constant view to his own advantage will be much
murmured against."84 "The mind of the superior man is conversant with righteousness; the mind of the
mean man is conversant with gain." 85 "The superior man wishes to be slow in his speech and earnest in
his conduct."86 "I daily examine myself on three issues: whether I have been faithful in transacting
business for other people; whether I have been honest in dealing with friends; whether I have
understood and practiced the instructions of my teacher." 87
Through Confucius's elaboration, it is clear that ethical requirements are broader, more
aspirational and more comprehensive than legal requirements; no qualified superior man would be
satisfied with only complying with less rigorous legal requirements. Such a characteristic thus remains
the fundamental difference between superior man and mean man or small man (XIAO REN). Once
people transform themselves into superior men, the whole society will be in harmony and peace, and
disputes in society will become less and less.
It is obvious, in Confucius’s time, that virtue or morality should play the dominant and leading
role in society, while law should play supportive and supplementary role in assisting the process of
ethics building. When virtue or morality plays the dominant and leading role in society, disputes and
litigations will naturally eliminated.

Although Confucius could not been able to imagine the

mushrooming e-commerce over the Internet of today at his age, he would argue that ethics should also
play a fundamental role in ensuring a peaceful, secure and harmonious virtual e-commerce world. As
Confucius said, "Virtue is not left to stand alone. He who practices it will have neighbors." 88
In a linkage with Good Trust and Real Trust, E-businesses that take social responsibility toward
their e-commerce partners and stakeholders may ultimately benefit from their ethical performance in
terms of optimal and long-term profits and good reputation, because e-commerce partners and
stakeholders may offer the business opportunities to the E-business they trust. 89 One would expect,
then, that a Confucian approach would emphasize two particular E Commerce strategies. First, to
encourage contractual agreements, Hard Trust, that cause parties to settle disputes without going to
court or at least to minimize court redress and second, to encourage virtuous behavior, Good Trust, so
that individuals take responsibilities for their own actions.
The one element that needs to be added to this mixture is Real Trust. It should be added in two
ways. First, there needs to be mechanisms for accountability so that Hard Trust agreements, such as in
the Toshiba case, are not unfair. Second, there needs to be structures that actually do encourage people,
while at work, to develop virtue. In the field of business ethics, the model of Business as Mediating
Institution is a model that proposes to develop this organizational structure.90 This model has been
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described in detail elsewhere,91 so we will not elaborate on it here. It is important, however, to
recognize that Confucius’s model of developing organizational structures to encourage individual
moral development can be blended with contemporary business ethics frameworks to produce a fuller
way to create a wide-ranging trust. A full rendering of the connection between Good Trust and
Confucianism would itself require a full paper and it would steer us away from the moral practical
realities of Chinese e-commerce legal development. For the remainder of this paper then, we would
like to sketch the specific Chinese e-commerce legislative scheme and relate it to two important
elements of Real Trust: protection of privacy and defamation.

III.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK OF E-COMMERCE IN CHINA
A. Access and Registration
On February 1, 1996, the State Council promulgated the Preliminary Regulations on Computer

Information Network and Internet Management, which was amended on May 5, 1997. This statute
established the State Information Leading Group, which has the responsibility to coordinate and to
resolve critical Internet issues. Under the authorization from Article 5 of this Regulation, the office of
the State Informization Leading Group promulgated the Implementing Rules of the Preliminary
Regulations on Computer Information Network and Internet Management on December 8, 1997. Under
these two legal documents, all computer information networks must use the international information
port of entry and exit provided by State Public Telecommunication Network and no entities or
individuals may have access to Internet by other means.92 Any Internet users, whether individuals,
corporations or other entities, can have access to the Internet via this access network. 93 If a corporation
wants to provide Internet access service, it must satisfy statutory conditions 94 and obtain approval by
government agencies.95 Internet users must file a user registration form together with ID documents
when they apply for Internet access service.96 The China Internet Network Information Center
(CNNIC) was authorized to provide IP address, domain name and to manage the index of Internet
resources.97
A second statute, The Regulation on Telecommunication, was promulgated by the State Council
on September 20, 2000.

It regulates basic telecommunication business and value-added
98

telecommunication business.
The Annex of this Regulation classifies value-added
telecommunication service as email, voice mailbox, online information storage and index, electronic
data exchange, online data processing and transaction processing, value-added fax, Internet access
service, Internet content service, video conferencing service.99 In addition to paying attention to the
telecommunication security including Intern et security, this Regulation lays down the prerequisites to
engage in value -added telecommunication service100and the approval procedure for it.101
Given the significance of information content control over the Internet, government agencies
promulgated seve ral administrative instruments to apply the statutory scheme. Those who wish to
provide news coverage over the Internet must comply with several complex regulations. For instance,
the State Council promulgated the Internet Information Service Regulation on September 25, 2000.102
Later, the Ministry of Information Industry (“MII”) promulgated the Regulations on Internet Bulletin
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Board Service Administration on October 8, 2000, and the State Office of News and the MII together
promulgated the Preliminary Administrative Regulations on Publication of News on Internet Web sites
on November 6, 2000.103
Under the

Internet Information Service Regulation, approval from the MII or local

telecommunication authorities at the provisional level is required for the Internet information service
providers operating for a profit,

104

while registration at the above-mentioned agencies is required for

the Internet information service providers for non-profit purpose.105 No person is allowed to Internet
information service without approval or registration.106 Prior to the approval or registration procedure,
the Internet information service providers must also receive approval from competent government
agencies (including news and publication, education, health and medication) depending on the
categories of the information to be provided.107 Additionally, Internet information service providers of
news, publication and bulletin board service are required to record the content of the information
provided, the time that the information is disclosed, web site or domain name; the Internet access
service providers are required to record the length of time the users spent online, user name, IP address
or domain name, telephone number connected to the Internet.108 Such records should be kept for at
least 60 days, and should be offered to government agencies as requested.109
On December 28, 2000, the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress passed the
Decision on Ensuring Internet Security. 110 This Decision confirmed the applicability of traditional
criminal law, administrative law and civil law to cyberspace, and listed the unlawful acts to be imposed
criminal penalties, civil liabilities and administrative law liabilities.111
One of the themes of these above -mentioned legislative efforts is that they grant substantial
monitoring powers to the government in pursuing the goal of information security, and make all theses
statutes look more like public law or administrative law, rather than private law or business law. 112
This approach does provide security for information;113 the disadvantage is that although there are
strong government (including the Ministry of Public Security, the Ministry of Information Industry, and
other industry government agencies) involvement, e-business -related self-regulation is still rather
weak.

B. Application of Traditional Legal Principles to E-Commerce
There is also a substantial body of the traditional business law designed for traditional business
transactions, including the General Principles of Civil Law of 1986,114 Consumer Protection Law of
1993,115 Products Quality Law of 1993,116 Anti-unfair Competition Law of 1993,117 Advertisement
Law of 1994,118 and the Contract Law of 1999,119 applicable to e-commerce. For instance, online
consumers still enjoy their ten central rights, including the right to personal safety in buying or using
commodities or in receiving services, the right to correct information on the commodities they buy or
use or on the services they receive, the right to choose their own commodities or serv ices, the right to
fair trade, the right to receive compensation for personal and property damages incurred as a result of
the purchase and use of commodities or receipt of service, the right to form social groups to safeguard
their legitimate rights and interests, the right to obtain knowledge related to consumption and to the
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protection of their rights and interests, the right to demand respect of their personal dignity (including
the right to privacy) and ethnic customs and habits, the right to exercise supervision over commodities,
service and the process of consumer protection, and the right to punitive compensation from fraudulent
dealer who refused to inform consumers.120 For instance, under Article 49 of Consumer Protection law
of 1993, if a consumer shops online, and he has had some doubts about, or even has been aware of fake
products before his shopping, he is entitled to punitive compensation from dealer who refuses to inform
consumer of this fact on the Internet.121
Of course, some of traditional business law rules may need proper interpretation when applied to
e-commerce. Therefore, the Chinese legislature tends to refer the e-commerce transactions to the
jurisdiction of traditional legal framework, and only introduces new special rules for e-commerce if the
traditional legal framework is unable to govern.122 Sometimes, the legislation incorporates special
rules for e-commerce parties, who otherwise would not be covered by traditional legal norms, in the
traditional context of traditional business law, such as the Contract Law of 1999. 123 Sometimes, new
rules are set forth in the special statutes, while traditional legislation is referred in these statutes. For
instance, Beijing Authority on Industrial and Commercial Administration issued a Notice on Protecting
Consumers in E-commerce Transactions on June 28 of 2000.124 Under this notice, consumers still
enjoy the statutory rights recognized by Consumer Protection Law of 1993, and business corporations
owe the statutory obligations towards consumers.125
Additionally, new legal obligations on the part of business corporations are imposed. For instance,
e-business should keep the electronic contracts for at least 2 years;126 e-business should not mislead
consumers by unfair competition tactics;127 e-business should inform consumers of their real registered
office, contact person and communication address, or place of transactions;128 e-business should not
make misleading advertisements on the Internet;129 e-business should warrant that their products or
services sold on the Internet should satisfy personal and property security requirements, and warn
consumers of the potential hazards associated with the products or services and proper instructions for
consumers to follow;130 e-business should issue receipts to con sumers;131 and e-businesses should
register at Beijing Authority on Industrial and Commercial Administration for their e-business
transactions, and post the registration mark on the organization’s home page.132

C. Hard Trust, Security, and the Regulation of Encryption
A lthough there is no comprehensive e-commerce legislation in China yet, there are substantial
sources of law to support trust-building cause on the Internet. To the extent that, (pending national,
regional, or even global legislation) Hard Trust results from the specification of contractual duties by
private parties, a series of legislative initiatives have rapidly taken place to ensure the information
security and reliability of Internet transmissions. On February 18, 1994, the State Council promulgated
the Regulations on Computer Information System Security Protection.133 This Regulation authorizes
the Ministry of Public Security to be responsible for protecting the security of national computer
information system, and authorizes the Ministry of State Security, the State Office for the Protection of
State Secrets and other ministries responsible for protecting the security of computer information
system within their jurisdiction.134 This Regulation prohibits any entities or individuals to endanger the
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interest of the State, collectives, and citizens by using computer information system.135 This Regulation
also stipulates the security protection rules, security supervision, and legal liabilities against computer
virus making and other offenses or unlawful actions. 136 Pursuant to the authority conferred by this
statute, the Ministry of Public Security promulgated the Computer Information Network and Internet
Security Protection and Management Regulation in December 16, 1997.137 This Regulation lists the
types of information prohibited to produce, copy, view and disseminate, and lists the activities against
computer information network security.138 It further defines security safeguarding responsibilities of
networked entities, Internet access providers and users.

139

To ensure control over encryption

technologies, the State Council promulgated the Regulation of Commercial Encryption Codes on
October 9, 1999.
As previously mentioned, many Internet users are very doubtful about security and privacy issues
on online shopping.140 Additionally, 44.66% of the interviewees reported that, their computers have
been invaded or infringed, according to CNNIC survey in early 2001. 141 According to another survey
on the security of China's e-business in early 2000, 44 per cent of the 300 firms that were polled had
their online information tampered with, and 40 per cent reported having been maliciously attacked.142
In response to these security challenges, many Internet users have adopted new technologies to ensure
the security. As the CNNIC survey reveals, 38.11% of the interviewees are using passwords, 71.59%
of them are using anti-virus soft wares, 64.67% of them are using firewall technology, 7.83% of them
are using electronic signatures; only 4.58% of them do not adopt any me thod.143 As far as E-businesses
are concerned, slightly over 70 per cent of polled e-business in the survey on the security of China's e business in early 2000, reported that they had used firewalls as security precautions, another 20 per
cent said they installed security gateways.144
A core component of trust for e-commerce is security. There will be no trust, if consumers or
customers are doubtful about the confidentiality, authenticity and integrity of their communication with
their transaction partners thousands of miles away. However, as Internet is driven by openness and high
speed, its vulnerability is insecurity. Without proper security measures to protect the computers
(including hardware and software), networks, and documents, it will be very easy for some people to
intercept, tamper, hack, or forge transmission. The relationship between security and efficiency is an
old topic for traditional commercial law, including contract law and negotiable instruments law. 145
Although efficiency is given due con sideration, security is important as well.

That is why both
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Chinese law and US law design complex rules for secured transactions.

The attainment and controllability of the desirable security technologies do not necessarily mean
the problems puzzling e-commerce security could be solved for two reasons. First, the unlimited
scientific and technological potential embedded in the human being makes it very easy for every most
advanced security technology of today to be surpassed tomorrow. In other words, the same security
technology, which could ensure e-commerce security today, will be probably unable to ensure ecommerce security tomorrow. 147 E-commerce parties are ill-advised to passively rely on out-of-date
security technologies, which may be still sold as brand new security software or services. Second, like
any technology, e -commerce security technology is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, security
technology produces and reinforces e-commerce security; on the other hand, security technology may
create another kind of insecurity. For instance, malicious people could use security technologies to
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protect and expand their fraudulent or even criminal activities, like money laundry, copyright piracies,
or gambling.148 Thus, the acquisition, utilization and control of security technologies could damage
both business interest and government interest in safeguarding justice, law and order.
Bearing in mind the potential risks and threats represented by Internet, the Chinese government
has been playing an active role in ensuring the computer and Internet information security, especially in
regulating security technologies. As in the US, commercial encryption technologies and software play
a significant role in safeguarding the transmission and recep tion of E-commerce information over the
Internet, and fight against online theft, fraud, vandalism and invasion of privacy in China.149 In reality,
the encryption technologies and software developed and manufactured in both overseas and China have
already been used by some Internet users in China.150 The Chinese government is very strict in
regulating the commercial encryption code (CEC) technology with two major concerns in mind.
The first concern is the reliability of encryption technology from the perspective of the E-business
interest, as fake or defective encryption technology may worsen the e-commerce security. The second
concern is the controllability of encryption technology from the perspective of the government
interest.151 As a senior official from the State Commission on Encryption Code Regulations (SCECR)
argued that “the security of the CEC products developed and used by entities or individuals without
SCECR approval can not be guaranteed, furthermore, such CEC products may mess the State code
administration order. It also posed insecurity issues to use CEC products made overseas, which will not
only harm the interest of the users, but also harm the national interest and security.”152 Since neither
CEC products manufactured by Chinese corporations or individuals without government approval, nor
CEC products made by overseas manufactures are trustworthy, the only trustworthy and reliable CEC
products are made by Chinese manufactures appointed by government in the eye of Chinese
government.
To justify the government control of CEC products, commercial encryption technologies, which
refer to "the encryption products and technologies used in the encoding protection or security
certification of information that is not part of State confidential informa tion," are defined as "State
confidential information"153 by Article 2 of the Regulation of Commercial Encryption Codes.154 Thus,
the State has exclusive regulatory powers over the research and development, manufacturing, sales and
actual use of commercial encryption products.155 The Regulation of Commercial Encryption Codes
authorizes the SCECR and its offices as the national regulators of CECs.156 Unlike the attitude of the
Ninth Circuit of the US Supreme Court, which held that encryption source code is expression, and
therefore classified as speech deserving of First Amendment protections in May 1999, 157 it appears that
CEC technologies has nothing to do with the freedom of speech or expression from Chinese law
perspective.
Overcoming the first layer of Chinese regulation of the research and development, and
manufacturing is very difficult. Only the entities appointed by the SCECR may take the CEC research
and development responsibility.158 CEC research and development achievements are subject to
inspection and certification by the experts selected by the SCECR based on CEC technological
standards and norms.159 When CEC technologies are transformed into products, only the entities
appointed by the SCECR may manufacture the CEC products.160 Before manufacturing, the categories
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and models of CEC products to be manufactured must be approved by the SCECR, no manufacturing
entity may manufacture CEC products exceeding the approved scope.161 After CEC products are
produced, they must pass the quality inspections of inspect ion agencies appointed by the SCECR. 162
The second layer of regulation targets the distribution of CEC products. Only the entities
appointed by the SCECR may distribute the CEC products.163 The distributors must truthfully record
the actual CEC product user’s name, address, organization ID number (or resident ID number) and the
use to which each CEC product is put. The distributors must also file the above information with the
SCECR.164 Facing with the flooding of foreign CEC products, the Regulation of Commercial
Encryption Codes prohibits any entities or individuals to sell foreign CEC products, to import CEC
products and equipment's containing CEC technologies, and requires that export of CEC products must
be approved by the SCECR.165 It is an ironic coincidence that, the US agreed to export US encryption
software, formerly classified as military technologies, to non-government users without obtaining a
license in 1999,166 while China tightened the control of foreign encryption software import by
enforcing the Regulation of Commercial Encryption Codes.
The third layer of regulation targets the use of CEC products. Only SCECR-approved CEC
products may be used by entities or individuals. No entities or individuals may use self -made CEC
products or CEC products made overseas.167 Except for foreign consular and representative
organizations, foreign organizations or individuals seeking to use CEC products or equipment
containing CEC technologies within China must obtain approval from the SCECR. 168 Additionally, no
entities or individuals may illegally attack CECs, nor are they allowed to use CECs to endanger
national security and interests, to jeopardize public safety or to participate in other criminal
activities.169 To endorse the three layers of regulation mentioned abo ve, penalties are also imposed for
any breach of the Regulation of Commercial Encryption Codes.170

The Regulation of Commercial Encryption Codes undoubtedly represents a typical model for
government to take the responsibility to secure both E-commerce interest security and government
interest and national interest security. In contrast to US model which stresses on decentralized selfregulation by E-commerce community, Chinese model pay great attention to centralized governmental
regulation. Behind these two different models are there two different regulatory philosophies. The US
model relies on the e-commerce community more than government agencies, because it believes the e commerce community has stronger technology competence and business credibility than the
government, while the Chinese model trusts the government, for it believes the government has more
stronger regulatory competence and political credibility. Of course, these two conflicting philosophies
are not necessarily in opposition. The US government agencies are also eager "to obtain decryption
keys, or to implant recovery devices that ensure any encrypted message can be read by the
government."171 If this becomes the reality, the US encryption policy will be very close to the position
of Chinese government. At the same time, the Chinese business community is also gaining some self regulatory powers in the transition process from planned economy to market economy, which implies
that some regulatory power regarding encryption regulation will be transferred to E-commerce
community.
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In fact, both government regulation and business self -regulation are necessary to build the trust of
consumers and users on the security and reliability of the encryption technology. One can confidently
say that Internet users, especially consumers would not like to only reckon on either the credibility of
the government or that of the e-commerce business. Thus, US government may assume more powers
to monitor the encryption technology in the future, while Chinese gov ernment may give up some
powers to E-commerce community in controlling the encryption technology in the future. A very good
indication in this regard is that, just shortly after the enforcement of the Regulation of Commercial
Encryption Codes, Chinese gove rnment made a narrative interpretation of the scope of the application
of this Regulation, in order to ease undue anxiety among American and other foreign investors and
manufacturers of encryption technology. 172 As Zhang Xiang, the vice Minister of Foreign Trade and
Economic Co -operation promised, "the regulations covers only specialized hardware and software that
use encryption as a core function, wireless telephones, Windows software and browser software are not
subject to the regulations."173 Consequently, Microsoft received approval from China's Ministry of
Information Industry (MII) and the SEMC to sell in China the simplified-character Chinese version of
the Windows 2000 operating system, which includes 128-bit encryption capability.174
In addition to encryption technology, China is experimenting with certificate authorities (“CA”)
and digital certificates. Although the validity of electronic signatures were first recognized by the
Provisional Regulations on Electronic Data Interchange in the Field of Foreign Trade, which was
promulgated by Guang Dong province in October 1996,
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there is no detailed legislation at the

national level yet. The first Chinese CA, China Telecom Certificate Authority (CTCA), was set up on
August 3, 1999. CTCA could issue a CATA certificate for every e-commerce party. Such a certificate
works like an Internet ID card, and enables unknown e-commerce parties to be sure of the authenticity
and reliability of their transaction partners. CATA system also supports the issue of public keys of 512
bit and 1024 bit. 176 At present, CTCA has established a national network covering all the e-commerce
parties in China. 177 In July of 2000, the China Financial Certificate Authority (CFCA) was set up by
Chinese central bank and twelve commercial banks.178 Its main mission is to act as a reliable third
party to issue digital certificates, so as to facilitate online payment.179 The emergence of CAs in China,
however, has developed too rapidly for legislature to develop governing legislation.

To ensure the

accountability of CAs, it will, of course, be necessary to enact regulations concerning the legal status of
CAs, the mandatory standards for issuing certificate, the legal validity of the digital certificate that CAs
issue for the e-commerce parties, and the professional responsibility of CAs.

IV.

PROTECTION OF E-COMMERCE CONSUMER PRIVACY IN CHINA
In Chinese language, privacy (Yin Si) generally refers to all the personal information, personal

activities and personal space which people are unwilling to let other people know or get involved. Such
privacy includes, but is not confined to, one’s resume, name, age or date of birth, gender, height,
weight, health condition, medical records, body features (such as fingerprints), genetic information,
body organ s (especially handicapped or dysfunctional organs), picture, address, residence or other
private space (including cubicle), telephone and fax numbers, race, religion, affiliation with political
party, political belief, income and savings, education background, occupation, hobbies, marriage status,
sex life and sex orientation, personal history (especially regarding sexually transmitted disease),
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correspondence, diaries, passport or other ID numbers, personal documents or deeds, family
background, social networks, and private articles (including bags, luggage). 180 Of course, public figures
enjoy less privacy than the general population.181 Furthermore, the scope of the privacy varies
depending on various communities, which may have different cultural values and t raditions.182
Generally speaking, the privacy that consumers enjoy in the e-commerce world is not
fundamentally different from traditional privacy consumers enjoy in the physical world. Excluding the
sinister use that may be made by individuals, such as for theft or pornography, the most vulnerable
personal data of privacy in e-commerce world will be those of commercial value for different sectors
and trades of e -business, just because of the very fact that consumer privacy serves as valuable assets
for e-business to expand their business.183 The exploitation of the privacy of consumers on the Internet
is facilitated by easy data collection, instantaneous disclosure, wide dissemination, and national or even
global consequences.184 For instance, if a customer shops at a bricks -and mortar store, she does not
need to inform the cashier of her home address, family telephone number, shopping preference.
However, the same person may be doing expected to disclose more personal information to e -business
in a very carefully designed and detailed standard form when shopping online. Doing business online
thus poses greater risks to privacy, which also makes misuse of private information more likely.
Privacy concerns are augmented in China, because privacy protection has traditionally been
limited in Chinese legal history as a result of the country’s feudalistic tradition. As an evidence for
Chinese long, feudal tradition of ignoring privacy, W.J.F. Jenner wrote that “Chinese states by the
fourth century BC at latest were often remarkably successful in keeping records of their whole
populations so that they could be taxed and conscripted. The state had the surname, personal name, age
and home place of every subject and was also able to ensure that nobody could mov e far from home
without proper authorization.” 185
During the Cultural Revolution between 1966 and 1976, the individual's privacy was condemned
as capitalist privilege 186 and even today, many people consider "privacy" as a negative word.187 The
awareness of privacy has been stronger since late 1970s, however, when China opened up to the
outside world and engaged in economic reforms. In the past recent years, privacy or the right to privacy
has become a very hot topic discussed by the media or even the general po pulation.188
The constitutional basis for privacy protection can be traced back to four clauses in Constitution
of 1982. The first provision is about the general concept of "personal freedom," meaning that "the
personal freedom of the Chinese citizens is inviolable.”189 The second provision is about the general
concept of "human dignity," meaning that "the human dignity of the Chinese citizens is inviolable."190
Both "personal freedom" and "human dignity" can be interpreted to cover the right to privacy.191 The
third provision aims at protecting the privacy in one’s home so that "the residence of the Chinese
citizens is inviolable. It is prohibited to illegally search and intrude into the residence of the
citizens." 192 The fourth provision aims at protecting the correspondence privacy. “The freedom and
privacy of correspondence of the Chinese citizens are protected by law. No organization or individual
may, on any ground, infringe on the freedom and privacy of correspondence, except in cases where to
meet the needs of state security or criminal investigation, public security or prosecutorial organs are
permitted to censor correspondence following statutory procedures.”193 The Criminal law of 1997
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criminalizes illegally searching other's body and house, intruding in to other's house, opening,
destroying and concealing other's mails and letters.194
Although not addressed specifically, the significance of privacy protection is stressed in many
laws whether in the form of general legislation or in the form of special legislation. Such language is
also found in Article 14 of the Consumer Protection Law of 1993,195 Article 30 of the Infants
Protection Law of 1991,196 Article 39 of the Women Protection Law of 1992,197 Article 22 of the
Practicing Physician Law of 1999,

198

Article 4 of the Postal Law of 1986,199 Article 29 of the

Commercial Bank Law of 1995,200 Article 33 of the A ttorney Law of 1996,201 Articles 22 of the
People's Police Law, 202 Articles 66 and 120 of the Civil Procedure Law of 1991, 203 Articles 105, 112,
152 of the Criminal Procedure Law of 1996, 204 and Article 42 of the Administrative Punishment Law
of 1996.205
Privacy protection is also recognized by some codes of conducts made by some professional
associations, including Article 3 of the Ethical Code of Professional Conduct of Chinese Journalists of
1997206 and Article 9 of the Code of Attorneys' Professional Morality and Practicing Disciplines of
1996,207 Article 7 of the Computer Information Network and Internet Security Protection and
Management Regulations also declares that “correspondence freedom and correspondence privacy
enjoyed by network users are protected by law. No unit or individual may, in violation of the legal
requirements, may use the Internet to violate the correspondence freedom and correspondence privacy
enjoyed by network users.208 Although this administrative regulation adds nothing substantially new, it
confirms the applicability of traditional privacy protection to the virtual e-commerce world. These
statutes serve as the basic statutory guideline when the business corporations or professionals are
virtualized on the Internet highway.
The right to privacy was not incorporated into the General Principles of Civil Law of 1986.209
Human dignity, however, was mentioned again in Article 101 of this Law as the following: "citizens
and corporations enjoy the right to reputation, and the human dignity of citizens is protected by law . It
is prohibited to damage the reputation of citizens or legal persons by insults, defamation or other
means."210 Keeping in mind this legislation, the Chinese Supreme Court treated the privacy breach
cases as the cases of defamation.211
In reality, privacy infringement happens frequently. In 1996, the privacy cases accounted for 12
per cent of all the civil law cases in China.212 In 1997, these kinds of cases shot up to 25 per cent.213
Breach of privacy happens to many different social groups. For instance, the privacy of the infants is
very easily breached by their parents or teachers. In Guangxi, a female high school student of 14 years
old sued her teacher for reading her diary and disclosing it to the whole class.214 The court held that the
defendant breached the plaintiff's privacy, and ordered the defendant to pay non -pecuniary
compensation to the plaintiff. 215 Ironically, even the privacy of judges is at risk. It is reported that the
courts of justice in Beijing City will monitor the performance of their judges and clerks, not only
covering their eight hours of working, but also covering their circle of life and socialization since
2000.216 Some commentators argue that such a policy amounts to a breach of the privacy of the judges
and clerks.217 In China, the emergence of new organizations, technologies and products, like private
detective agencies,218credit reporting agencies,219 and bugs 220 also represent the possibility of privacy
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intrusion.221
The development of E-business in China has placed Chinese consumers in a vulnerable position
in terms of privacy protection. When users enter into contracts with Internet Service Providers for
Intern et access, they are generally required to disclose their true name (first name and last name), ID
number (equivalent to a social security number in the US), date of birth, address of residence .222 When
consumers shop online, they are also required to furnis h their general personal data, together with the
information necessary for the purpose of the specific transaction.223 When consumers apply for an
email address, they are usually required to offer certain information, regarding their occupation,
education degree, income level, personal hobbies, and shopping preferences.224 Therefore, at least in
theory, it is possible for an e -business to use or sell the consumers' personal data for profits or other
purposes without consumers' consent.
Additionally, a threat to consumer privacy can also come from defective computer software,
which could transmit users' personal data to the web sites of the software manufactures or other parties
without authorization of the users. For instance, since mid May of 1999, many Chinese newspapers
have challenged the reliability of Windows 98 software and the Pentium III chip.225 More than one
month later, MII suggested that the government agencies should be careful in using Pentium III chips,
they recommended that domestic PC computers disable the “Processor Serial Number” function, and
warned that government agencies using Pentium III chips may not have direct access to Internet.226
Pentium III chips used by many Chinese consumers have the “Processor Serial Number” function,
which ma kes it possible to identify and track Internet users as they conduct e-commerce transactions.
Ultimately, Intel had to disable this function under orders from MII in August of 1999.227
On May 15, 2000, the Beijing Authority on Industrial and Commercial Administration issued the
Notice on Standardizing Sending Commercial Advertisements by Emails.228 Under this notice, it is
prohibited to send commercial emails to email users without their consent.229 Although this Notice is
intended to curb email spamming, and to protect the Internet users' privacy, some questions still remain
unresolved. For instance, such an administrative regulation is only valid in the jurisdiction of Beijing
Municipality.230 If a corporation sends emails from other cities or foreign countries, it will be difficult
to impose any legal liabilities on the sender. In reality, if a corporation based in Beijing sends
spamming emails from a foreign IP address, it will be very difficult, if not impossible for the
government agency to investigat e the real identity of sender in Beijing. Nevertheless, the actions of the
legislature are a step in the direction of enhancing privacy protection.
It is possible that there could be national legislation enhancing the protection of privacy. Of
course, the determination of an optimal compliance scheme is the subject of much debate both in the
United States and the European Union.231 Regardless of what parameters are legislatively decided, the
following elements of a privacy policy may very well inspire the kind of Real Trust that consumers
desire from Internet companies. A company could adopt a policy that respects the consumers' right to
information and the right to control regarding their own personal data.232 A company adopting such an
approach could effectuate Real Trust by providing a notice to consumers regarding the personal data,
before the company gather consumers' personal data either by surveys, cookies or other new
technologies.233 After the consumers provide their personal data, they should be informed as to the
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storing, process, editing, utilization, dissemination, transferring, disposal including selling of the
consumers' personal data by e-business on a regular and timely basis.234 E-businesses should limit the
scope of personal data to the reasonably minimum and necessary extent when they collect information.
That is, only the closely related personal data regarding certain-commerce transactions should be
collected.235 For instance, in normal circumstances, income, employer or education background should
not be inquired when consumers shop online.236
E-businesses should guarantee the integrity of consumers' personal data, and should permit the
consumers to update, edit, delete or withdraw their personal data from the e -business database at the
consumer’s sole discretion.237 As a function of data control by the consumers, they should be able to
decide whether or not their personal data should be sold or not, and who should be the buyer of their
personal data.238 In addition to the decision right on these issues, consumers should also receive a
reasonable portion of proceeds from selling their personal data.
To ensure respect of the privacy of consumers on the part of e -business themselves, e-businesses
should also use their best care, knowledge, skill, experience and diligence in adopting any necessary
managerial or technological measures to make sure that no third parties, including hackers, could steal
or unlawfully have access to the private information. Of course, the privacy policy will be worth
nothing if the e-business fails in properly enforcing it. Thus, it may be necessary to monitor the
implementation of the privacy policy either by NGOs (non-governmental organizations) on privacy
policy, associations of e -business, mass media or consumer organizations.
Self-help may also enhance Real Trust. Consumers should also learn how to protect themselves
in a new e-commerce environment with the aid of technology and the use of legal remedies. Consumers
should be aware that e-commerce on the Intern et is not as secure as may be suggested by online firms.
Consumer confederations and pro -consumer interest groups may make helpful contributions to to
consumers in the forms of public education, litigation representation, technological and legal
information dissemination for the purpose of privacy protection.

V.

REGULATION OF DEFAMATION ON THE INTERNET
A. Statutory and Judicial Framework
While greatly expanding freedom of speech, the advance of Internet puts people's reputation in a

more vulnerable position than ever due to the high speed and ease of dissemination of defamatory
information on the Internet. Not surprisingly, the emergence of Internet has resulted in an increased
number of defamation cases in China. For instance, in Hu Ming v. Jiang Guobei ,239 the plaintiff argued
that the defendant published defamatory remarks on a web sites of sina.com about the plaintiff, who
was described as baring the defendant from adopting a baby girl from an orphanage.240 In addition to
the increase of defamation cases, business or product disparagement on the Internet often causes huge
economic loss suffered by corporate victims. For instance, three Internet users, Wen Baocheng, Wang
Fei and Zha Yiliang, posted a rumor message on the BBS of a web site in April 1999, saying that "the
Director of Zhengzhou branch of the Communication Bank has absconded with the embezzled
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money."241 As a result, many misled depositors withdrew their deposits in advance or even canceled
their bank accounts.242 The Communication Bank suffered over RMB 33.02 million yuan (US$ 4
million) of loss. Accused of defamation, three individuals were arrested and put on trial.243
Defamation is prohibited by both private law and public law in China. Article 101 of the General
Principles of Civil Law of 1986 reads that: "citizens and corporations enjoy the right to reputation, and
the human dignity of citizens is protected by law .244 It is prohibited to damage the reputation of citizens
or legal persons by insults, defamation or other means."245 Article 120 of the General Principles of
Civil Law reads:
If a citizen's right of personal name, portrait, reputation or honor is infringed
upon, he shall have the right to demand that the infringement be stopped, his
reputation be rehabilitated, the ill effects be eliminated and an apology be
made; he may also demand compensation for losses. The above paragraph
shall also apply to infringements upon a legal person's right of name,
reputation or honor. 246
Article 221 of the Criminal Law of 1997 criminalizes serious business and product
disparagement 247 and Article 246 criminalizes serious defamation against non-business individuals.248
Article 4 of the Decision on Ensuring Internet Security Passed by the Standing Committee of the
National People's Congress on December 28, 2000, brings the crimes of defamation on Internet subject
to Criminal Law of 1997.249 Article 57 of the Regulations on Telecommunication, promulgated by the
State Council on September 20, 2000, also prohibits any entities or individuals to produce, copy,
publish and distribute defamatory information using the telecommunication networks.250 Article 7 of
the Computer Information Network and Internet Security Protection and Management Regulations
promulgated by the Ministry of Public Security on December 16, 1997 even prohibits viewing
defamatory information.251 Article 9 of the Regulations on Internet Bulletin Board Service
Administration, promulgated by the MII on October 8, 2000, prohibits publication of defamatory
information on bulletin boards service, including bulletin boards, electronic forums, and chat rooms.252
Article 13 of the Preliminary Administrative Regulations on Publication of News on Internet Web
Sites, promulgated by the State Office of News and the MII on November 6, 2000, also prohibits
defamatory information in the news published on web sites.253
The Chinese Supreme Court provided a judicial interpretation for defamation litigation in 1993,
called "the Reply on Certain Issues Regarding Hearing the Cases of Reputation Breach."254 In 1998,
this Court made another interpretation, titled "the Interpretations on Certain Issues Regarding Hearing
the Cases of Reputation Breach."255 These two judicial interpretations answer substantial questions
regarding defamation cases, including but not confined to, the elements of proof required for
defamation, the jurisdiction of the courts over defamation cases, the relationship between defamation
tort procedure and defamation criminal procedure, the plaintiffs in the cases of defamation against
deceased individuals, defamatory liabilities for writing literal works and criticism articles with
defamatory elements, liabilities of media and consumer for defamation, the identification of the place
of the result of defamation torts, kinds of civil liabilities for defamation, and the evaluation of amount
of pecuniary compensation in defamation cases.256 For instance, the courts are required to take into
account a number of factors when imposing defamation liabilities against the defendant, including the
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fact that the victim's reputation has been damaged, the illegality of defendant's statement, the causality
between illegal statement and consequential damage, and the fault on the part of the defendant.257
Either oral or written false statements, or news coverage inconsistent with the facts, could amount to
defamation if such false statements or news coverage have led to wrongful harm to the plaintiff's
reputation.258
Although Chinese legal norms on defamation are basically the same with the US law, Chinese law
has many its own features. For instance, even if a deceased individual is defamed, there exists a cause
of action for his close family members to file a defamation case.259

B. Max Computer Station Inc: The First Internet Defamation case in China
Perhaps the most noteworthy Internet defamation case originated from a 1998 dispute. Max
Computer Station Inc. v. Wang Hong, Life Times & PC World260 is the first defamation case on the
Internet between a computer user and a computer manufacturer, the biggest defamation case in terms of
alleged compensation, and the most controversial case in China. Wang Hong, a computer engineer,
bought a Maxstation SLIM -I laptop produced by Max Computer Station Inc. (Maxstation), from a
laptop retailer, Anteming Corporation(Anteming), for 14,200 yuan (US$1,710) on August 5, 1997.261
He was promised by Anteming that he would have a full, one -year warranty.262 After he completed the
warranty card, he left it at Anteming Corporation.263 When his computer screen began to malfunction,
Wang took the laptop to An teming for repair on June 2, 1998. 264 However, Maxstation refused to
repair because Anteming did not present the warranty card, and told Anteming that it would cost 7,300
yuan (US$880) for repairs without it.265 After several conversations between Wang and Anteming,
Anteming asked Wang to contact Maxstation directly. 266
Angered by the refusal, Wang wrote and posted his article, "please see how I was swindled in the
process of purchasing the Maxstation laptop", on a bulletin board of the web site of Sitong Li fang on
June 9, 1998, and filed a complaint with the consumer association of Haidian District of Beijing city. 267
In this article, he described his experience in a relatively straightforward way, and asked readers to help
post the story on other bulletin boards, "So as to let those manufacturers know that Chinese consumers
are not just defenseless and to prevent trash like Maxstation from spreading." 268 After reading this
article, Maxstation contacted Wang on June 11, and agreed to repair Wang's computer, but it also
demanded that Wang apologize for his words.269 Wang faxed his apology to Maxstation on July 2,
1998.270

However, Maxstation asked Wang to publish this apology on the Internet.271

disagreed, and canceled his request to repair. 272

Wang

On July 3, Wang wrote his second article, titled

"Never ever give in," and posted on the Internet.273 His article called the Maxstation laptop as weak as
"tofu"(bean curd), and compared it to "trash" compared with the laptops manufactured by other
corporations.274
On Ju ly 24, 1998, he took back his defective laptop.275 The next day, he received an email from a
sender, who claimed to be a lawyer of Maxstation, and warned Wang that he would work for his
remaining life to make compensation for Maxstation.276 In response to this email, Wang wrote a
public letter to Maxstation on the Internet on July 26, 1998.277 Then he set up a home page on a web
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site named "IT315," in which he encouraged surfers to vent their discontent, if they had, with the
quality of Maxstation products on the web site. 278 This home page not only collected his articles, but
also included a column for signing in to condemn Maxstation.279 Some bulletin boards in other web
sites were hyperlinked to this condemnation column.280
On July 28, 1998, Life Times reported Wang's dispute with Maxstation.281 The report said that,
"Maxstation was considered, by a majority of consumers on the Internet, to be irresponsible to the
consumers after the problems with the products were identified," and described Wang's special home
page as "full of the supports for Wang and condemnations against Maxstation by the consumers across
the country." 282 On August 10, 1998, PC World, a computer magazine, also cited Wang's notation about
the Maxstation laptop, including "tofu" and "trash" in its report.283 On August 12, 1998, Maxstation
offered to repair Wang's computer unconditionally.284 Wang took back his repaired laptop from
Maxstation on August 26, 1998.285
In April, 1999, Maxstation sued Wang, as well as the publishers of the newspaper and the
magazine, for defamation at the Haidian District People's Court, and demanded that the three
defendants pay 2.4 million yuan (US$289,150) in compensation.286 The Haidian court delivered the
“first instance judgment” in favor of Maxstation on December 15, 1999.287 Wang was found to have
libeled Maxstation in his articles and the other two defendants were held responsible for damaging
Maxstation's reputation.288 Wang was also held liable for the defamatory remarks posted by other
readers on the BBS linked to Wang's home page.289 The court ordered Wang pay Maxstation 500,000
yuan (US$60,240) in compensation, the publishers of PC World and the Life Times pay 240,356 yuan
(US$28,960) each. Written public apologies were also demanded from the three defendants.290
All three defendants appealed to Beijing's No 1 Intermediate People's Court, which upheld the
first instance verdict on December 19, 2000, except for reducing Wang's compensation amount to
90,000 yuan (US$11,000), and exempted the other two defendants' duty to compensate.291 The “second
instance verdict” held that, "Wang's articles omitted the part about the guarantee card and focused on
the fact that he did not receive post-sale service, and caused the public to have a bad estimation of the
company."292

"In particular, Wang did not take measures to stop the spread of the negative impact

even after Maxstation provided free maintenance service for his laptop." 293 Nevertheless, unlike the
first instance judgment, the second instance judgment did not recognize Wan g's liability for the
defamatory remarks posted by other readers on the BBS linked to Wang's home page.294

C. Assessment of Max Computer Station Inc.
Three important principles arise from this case. The first issue concerns how to judge certain
consumer comments over product or service to be defamatory statement or not. The supreme court
held in its judicial interpretation that “consumer criticisms or comments over the quality of product or
service provided by the manufactures, dealers or shops, should not be considered defamation.
However, defamation should be identified when consumers use the criticism or comment opportunity
to libel or attack the business reputation." 295
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Differentiating between lawful criticism or comment and defamatory statement is not very clear.
The appellate court listed two defamatory points in Wang's articles: first, that Wang's articles omitted
some facts about his difficult process of repairing his laptop, which makes the statement at least partly
false and second, that Wang used the language of calling for boycotting Maxstation laptops. The court
judgment found a link between the lowering of Maxstation's business credibility and the wide
distribution and dissemination of Wang's articles on the Internet, newspapers and magazine s.296
Compared with the first instance judgment, the second instance judgment did not clearly classify "tofu"
or "trash" as insulting or defamatory words. It seems that the second instance judgment realized that
"tofu" or "trash" is associated with a state ment of opinion, instead of the statement of fact, and the
words "tofu" or "trash" themselves should not be considered defamatory statements. If this is true, the
second instance judgment departs from the judicial interpretation of the Supreme Court in 1998, which
does not treat statement of opinion and that of fact differently. Nevertheless, the second instance
judgment does not explain why and how omission of certain facts in the statement of fact will amount
to defamation, and has failed in explaining why boycotting language will amount to defamation. If the
omission of certain fact is minor or insignificant, there will be no reason to identify defamation. If the
statement of opinion and that of fact is different, however, it would seem necessary to classify boycott
language as statement of opinion, instead of statement of fact, and thereby not giving rise to
defamation.
The second issue is that, even assuming the words posted by other readers on the BBS linked to
Wang's home page are defamatory statements, whether Wang should be liable for them. The first
instance judgment said yes on this point.297 However, Wang only offered hyperlinks to the BBS on
other web sites, which means that Wang is not the web master or editor of the BBS. Since Wang has
no opportunity to control the content of the speech of other readers on the BBS, it is not clear why he
should be held liable for offering hyperklinks to another BBS.

By analogy, a symposium organizer

should not be liable for the defamatory statements made by every participants, because he has no right
to restrict or deprive the other people's freedom of speech, despite the fact that he offered the
opportunity for the people to gather together and speak on certain issues.298 For the same reason, Wang
should not be responsible for the defamatory remarks posted by other readers. The second instance
court may have resolved this reasoning problem with the first instant court, and ignored Wang's
responsibility for other people's remarks on the BBS hyperlinked to Wang's home page, but out of
Wang's control or management. We think the second instance judgment is correct on this point, and
such position should be upheld in other similar cases.
The third issue is how to define media's defamation liability in covering consumer criticism and
comments. The supreme court held in its judicial interpretation that, "if the media criticisms or
comments over certain products or services of certain manufacturers, dealers or shops are true with the
basic fact, and contain no insulting words, there shall be no defamation. However, defamation should
be identified when there are substantial false statements, and such statements has caused harm to
business or product credibility." 299 In Max Computer Station Inc. v. Wang Hong, Life Times & PC
World, the second instance judgment held that the two media committed defamation, because
the source of coverage mainly depend on the information on the Internet, and
the media did not go through detailed and deep interview and strict
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censorship, and failed in informing the readers of the significant fact that
Wang did not process the warranty application, and had not directly
contacted Maxstation before he published his articles. In this way, the media
also have caused negative impacts on Maxstation's business reputation.300
In a sense, it would be logical for the media to join Wang in compensating Maxstation for
defamation following this reasoning. However, the second instance judgment did not draw such
conclusion. Instead, it only ordered the two media to apologize to Maxstation, and exempted their duty
to make compensation for Maxstation. The rationale is that, the two media "misled the readers due to
receiving incomplete information."301 Thus, the second instance judgment tends to differen tiate the
media's compensation liability based on the cause of defamatory coverage. That is, if the defamatory
media report or coverage is caused by active statements by the media itself, the media should be
imposed full civil liabilities including apology and compensation; if caused by inactive reception and
citing of incomplete information, only apology is sufficient. If this judgment is modeled by other
courts, Chinese media will be encouraged to exempt their compensation liability by arguing that their
misleading coverage, despite containing defamatory statements, is caused by receiving incomplete
information. It is doubtful whether an apology would be sufficient to motivate the media to promote
more rigid censorship and deeper interview among the mass media community when compensation for
defamation is exempted.
More fundamentally, it is still an open question as to whether merely citing or reporting
incomplete information or defamatory statement amounts to defamation. While the second instance
judgme nt said yes on this question, the legislation is silent on this point. Considering the significance
of media supervision in political and business life, it seems that other more productive and positive
remedies, instead of imposing defamatory liability on the media, could be offered. For instance, if a
party covered by the media reports is dissatisfied with the defamatory statements made by another
party, he can ask the media to cover his comments or responses, so as counteract the negative of
defamatory statement, in addition to suing the defaming party. Since there is no comprehensive
legislation on mass media, it is a wise choice to keep media as a free speech and communication forum
for all the consumers and business corporations. In this way, the two me dia defendants in this case
should not be held liable for defamation at all; nevertheless, Maxatation is entitled to ask these two
media to devote the same space to cover its response or comments over Wang's statements.
The fourth issue is, assuming the second instance judgment is correct, whether it is wise strategy
for a manufacturer to sue its consumers for defamatory statements when the consumer criticizes the
product and service of the manufacturer. This is not a purely a legal question. Reputation is so
sensitive and complex that it is still possible for the people to doubt about a person regardless whether
this person won the case or not. As one commentator put it, "Whether Maxstation wins or loses the
case, the suit brings negative effects to the company's image."302
Max Computer Station Inc. v. Wang Hong, Life Times & PC World, as the first Internet defamation
case, not only triggered the reflections on the defamation legislation by the legislators and judges, but
also proposed a question for consumers, e-business and high -tech business corporations as to how to
avoid the defamation conflicts, how to resolve the defamation conflicts already in existence. Although
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detailed and sophisticated legislation and decided cases are indispensable to strike proper balance
between consumers' freedom of speech and business reputation, so as to fairly resolve defamation
litigation, it is more important for the consumers and business build solid trust and to avoid defamation.
For the healthy growth of business prosperity and social integrity, trust is more valuable than the mere
legal freedom of speech or legal right to reputation. When trust is there between consumers and
business corporations, including e-business, there will be no room for defamation litigation battles to
happen.
To avoid defamation conflicts, the business has more important role to play than the consumers
do. For instance, the defamation litigation of Max Computer Station Inc. v. Wang Hong, Life Times &
PC World, could have been dispensed if Wang had his laptop repaired without refusal. If business
corporations satisfy their consumers, most consumers will be satisfied enough to restrain from
expressing their angers by defamatory words. In addition to prevent the business or product
disparagement between the business and the consumers, it is also necessary to avoid defamation
between business competitors, and to build good spirit of honest, open and free competition.

VI.

SUMMARY
Compared with its American counterpart, the Chinese e-commerce market is still in its infancy. It

is a separate question as to just how effectively U.S. law promotes all three elements of trust, but
comparatively speaking, consumers and businesses have a greater range of protection in the United
States than do those in China. Given the longer history of free markets and the Rule of Law, this is not
surprising.303 The kind of legal infrastructure that allows U.S. and European economies to adapt to
technological changes does not develop overnight.304 Yet this infrastructure is vital for e -commerce.
Trust-building among e-commerce constituents is critical to foster the development of ecommerce in order for them to take reasonable risks, risks based on economic assessment more than on
legal ambiguity.

Although Chinese institutional arrangements supporting traditional commercial

transactions are able to create and enforce hard trust, real trust and good trust to some extent, further
legal reforms and improvements will be necessary. For instance, while current Contract Law of 1999
has five articles dealing with e-contracts,305 it is silent on the legal validity of digital signatures and
authentication by certificate authorities. Therefore, further legislative reforms related to digital
signatures and authentication at national level is important for regulating current e-contracts and
certificate authorities. In addition to contracting rules, identification of consumer rights including the
right to privacy, clarification of the laws of defamation, protection from credit card fraud, and rules on
fair trade and competition will also be needed. Of course, fair, effective and strong judicial enforcement
system and international legal cooperation are tremendously important to pursue the goal of trust
building in a borderless, trans-national cyberspace. All of these legal supports ensure that those
involved in e-commerce, whether businesses or consumers, are accountable for their actions and thus
generate Real Trust.
The Rule of Law should also join hand in hand with Rule of Ethics in the process of trust building
in e-commerce community. Although rule of law in modern sense is relatively young, the Rule of
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Ethics is rooted in Chinese traditional culture, especially Confucianism. Once applied to e-commerce,
Chinese traditional ethics has much to offer in building a harmonious and trustworthy e-commerce
world. To make cyberethics workable, e-businesses should take initiatives in self-regulating, such as
enacting consumer and customer friendly policies and codes, and substantially raising their cyberethics
standards beyond legal thresholds. Unfortunately, one cannot solely rely on such practices of Good
Trust. Thus, the supervision by government agencies, NGOs (especially media, consumer
organizations, and industry organizations) is essent ial to the meaningful enforcement of cyberethics.
Given the borderless nature of e-commerce, corporate codes of e-businesses should be developed at
international level rather than national or industry level. Thus, comparative study on cyberethics and
traditional business ethics in different nations, including US and China, will be an important part of
developing international cyberethics standards of trust building.
Any time significant change occurs, questions arise as to what rules apply. Globalizatio n of
markets, the Internet, and other scientific advances test old assumptions. There are always risks to fall
back solely on traditional laws and thereby limit the potential of the new technologies. This is the
temptation of Ludditism and more recently in reactions of fundamentalist religious groups of nearly all
major religious branches.306

On occasion, however, new laws need to be fashioned, whether it is to

keep up with the Industrial Revolution or the Internet Revolution. A globalized, technologically driven
economy has need for new legal forms.
There is also a temptation to assume that none of the old rules apply to a New Economy. The
dotcoms that believed that traditional methods of stock valuation or accounting procedures fell into this
trap and the stock market has been littered with tales of their demise during in initial years of this
century. It is rarely prudent to ignore the lessons of time and a significant advantage of traditional
normative rules, whether legal or ethical, is that there is wisdom within them that may not always seem
to make rational sense, but which have deep knowledge nonetheless.307
Neither approach is sufficient by itself. The global e-commerce world can neither work if it
attempts to create everything from scratch nor can it work if it relies solely on traditional legal
principles. Instead, we propose a middle path that steers between these shores. One might think of this
in the East as a Buddhist Middle Way or in the West as an Aristotelian form of moderation. Either way,
a middle road in which e commerce learns from the wisdom of the West’s Rule of Law and the East’s
Rule of Ethics may hold promise for a model for trust in this technologically vib rant, globalized
economy.
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